Introduction
Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) treatment modalities, such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT), have been used widely to improve local control rates. 1 Because over 80% of NPC patients now show long-term survival after treatment, concern has grown over serious adverse treatment-related late complications, such as secondary cancers.
2 Secondary cancer risk (SCR) is a non-negligible late complication experienced by some NPC patients, especially younger patients, and correlates highly with the development of treatment-associated secondary tumors. 3, 4 The importance of risk estimation and careful treatment planning for NPC has been emphasized; these factors need to be investigated carefully.
Most radiation-induced cancers are clinically observed in the in-field region during the planning process. 5 In this region, the SCR is highest at the edge of the irradiated volume and decreases gradually with increasing distance from the edge. 6 The frequency of secondary malignancy in distant tissues receiving doses <0.1 Gy is low, but it is associated with the locally absorbed dose. 7 In-field structures receiving radiation doses within 5% of the prescribed dose (as revealed by dose-volume histogram [DVH] data) absorb radiation differently depending on the part of the organ affected. 8 The isodose curves of IMRT and VMAT are more similar than those of traditional techniques, although they produce more scattered, or secondary, particles that are likely to increase the risk of secondary cancers. 9 These techniques involve more beams and thus a larger volume of normal tissue is exposed to a low dose of radiation. Exposure of a larger volume of non-target tissue in the in-field region may have a negative impact in terms of long-term toxicity.
SCRs have been well studied and thoroughly assessed. [10] [11] [12] When a non-uniform dose model is used to deliver mediumto-high doses of radiation, it has been suggested that risk evaluation should be included, considering biological phenomena such as cell sterilization, mutation, and repopulation. 13, 14 Schneider et al fitted data from patients with Hodgkin's disease to develop a complete model that considered the balance between cell death and repopulation. 15 To our knowledge, no previous report has compared SCR values in NPC patients between VMAT and IMRT. The aim of this study was to quantify and compare SCR after IMRT and VMAT for NPC, by using the concepts of organ equivalent dose (OED), excess absolute risk (EAR), and lifetime attributable risk (LAR) for dose-response modeling.
Patients and methods Patients
We retrospectively enrolled 10 consecutive NPC patients who were curatively treated by IMRT or VMAT. The original radiotherapy plans, for 4 patients treated by IMRT and 6 treated by VMAT, were re-planned using the other treatment mode. Thus, we created 20 plans (VMAT: IMRT=10:10) to evaluate the risks of secondary malignancies.
Their median age was 45 years (range: 35-61). The clinical stage distribution of the cohort was I-III according to the American Joint Committee on Cancer (6th edition) staging system. We selected patients of different ages at the time of treatment to investigate the age dependence of SCR.
Ethics statement
This study was approved by the Chang Gung Memorial Hospital institutional review board (IRB 201600220B0); the patient informed consent was waived by the institutional review board; and all experiments were performed in accordance with relevant international and national guidelines and regulations.
Treatment planning
The IMRT and VMAT treatment plans were created and optimized using the simultaneous integrated boost technique, having been planned originally using Pinnacle 3 software (version 9.2; Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA, USA). Patients were immobilized from head to shoulders using commercially available thermoplastic masks and individually customized bite blocks. Computed tomographic images (2.5-mm slice thickness) were acquired from the top of the vertex to the level of the carina with a LightSpeed RT16 instrument (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA); each slice was 512×512 pixels and had dimensions of 0.9375×0.9375×2.5 mm 3 . In all cases, the planning target volume (PTVs) and the organsat-risk (OARs) were planned and identified by the radiation oncologists. In line with the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 0225 guidelines, the gross tumor volume (GTV) covered the visible primary tumor, neck nodes >1 cm in diameter, and nodes with necrotic centers. 16 The clinical target volume (CTV) was defined to include an isotropic margin of 1.5 cm around the GTV, and encompassed both any microscopically evident spread of disease and a prophylactic neck region. The PTV included the CTV extended by 3 mm in all dimensions, to account for patient set-up error and motion uncertainties. The prescribed doses were 69.3, 59.4, and 52.8 Gy, delivered in 33 fractions, covering the GTV, any region with microscopic disease, and a prophylactic neck region, respectively. Common OARs include the brain stem, lens, spinal cord, oral cavity, pharynx, parotid glands, mandible, and healthy tissue (total exposed volume minus PTV). Because radiation-induced secondary malignant neoplasms are generally thought to occur in the beam-bordering region, defined as the area within 8 cm of the radiation therapy (RT) field edge; this region was considered to contain healthy tissue. 7 In line with the RT Oncology Group 0225 protocol, the dose distribution of PTV69.3 was used to evaluate dose conformity and homogeneity in the target. 16 The homogeneity index (HI) was defined as follows: HI=D 5 
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Radiation-induced secondary cancer risk for nasopharyngeal carcinoma dose (Gy·L) for healthy tissue is defined as the integral of the absorbed dose extended over all voxels, excluding those within the target volume. 1 The SmartArc planning system (version 9.0; Philips, Fitchburg, WI, USA) was used for VMAT planning with dual 360° dynamic arcs. IMRT plans were created using a standard 7-or 8-field coplanar arrangement, followed by direct machine parameter optimization. A convolution superposition algorithm was used and heterogeneity corrections were applied. A 6 MV linear accelerator system was used (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA).
Statistical analyses
The 2-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare differences between the DVH parameters of the IMRT and VMAT plans (each pair of patient-specific DVH values was compared). The level of statistical significance was set at p=0.05. SPSS software (version 22.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all analyses.
Risk assessment
To calculate SCRs, DVHs were extracted from the planning system (Pinnacle 3 ). We employed the OED concept when measuring non-homogeneous organ dose distributions in high-dose regions. 17 This method has been used in several previous studies to estimate in-field organ doses.
14, 18 We defined high-risk regions for the development of secondary malignancies as those within 8 cm of the field edge. 7, 8 This considers the effects of cell sterilization and repopulation at higher doses. The OED for carcinoma induction 1) was used to approximate the risk for the development of radiationinduced cancer within the OARs. A model of sarcoma induction 2) was employed to analyze the mandible, healthy tissue, and treatment region. By reference to the repopulation parameter, R, the dose per fraction, dF, the total dose, D, and a cell kill parameter, α, the OED can be derived as follows:
(1)
For each DVH bin number, i, in an organ, we can thus define a risk equivalent dose (RED), which allows definition of a dose-response relationship for a point dose rather than an organ dose. The sum of the RED values for all voxels, divided by the number of voxels, N, yields the OED, where V is the total organ volume. In this study, we applied Schneider's full model in which R=0.5.
The EAR (excess cancers per 10,000 person-years [PYs]) was defined as the product of the OED and the initial slope of the dose-response curve in the low-dose region (4). The initial slope was determined using the parameterization method of Preston et al by reference to the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) report; this is based on data from atomic bomb survivors. 19 
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The organ-specific model parameters g e , g a , and b (in excess cases per 10,000 PY) were taken from Schneider et al and are listed in Table 2 . 15 Parameter b represents the initial slope of the dose-response model at a low dose, and g e and g a are agemodifying parameters (note that this b is different from the b used in the cell survival curve equation [3] ). Parameters e and a represent the age at exposure and the attained age, respectively, and we considered the age (parameter e) at post-treatment to be 20 years.
14 S is a gender-specific factor and was set to +0.17 and −0.17 for females and males, respectively. 20 The LAR, which represents the lifetime likelihood (%) of a second malignancy (in terms of a multiple of the baseline risk) was calculated using equation (5) . LAR is an effective measure of SCR, as the LAR considers both patient age at the time of treatment and the predicted lifespan: 13 
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The integration of EAR was performed over an attained age from a latent period of solid cancer induction after the exposure. L (5 years) is the latency period for solid cancer induction up to 70 years of age. 21 The S(a) and S(e) represent the surviving population at the time of exposure and the attained age, respectively. 22 The probability of survival was obtained from a life table of the Taiwanese population.
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Results
Patient characteristics and treatment parameters are listed in Table 1 , and risk parameters for the SCR models are shown in Table 2 
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Lee et al respectively). The dose characteristics of the 2 techniques are shown in Table 3 . VMAT gave superior results to IMRT in terms of OAR sparing. For the OARs evaluated, the eyes showed the largest reduction in mean dose, by 11.93% from IMRT to VMAT. Table 4 shows the SCR data; we observed that the OED-based risks of SCR were slightly higher for 
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Radiation-induced secondary cancer risk for nasopharyngeal carcinoma the oral cavity and mandible when VMAT was employed, compared with IMRT. No significant difference was found for any other organ, including the brain stem, parotids, pharynx, submandibular gland, lung, spinal cord, and healthy tissue. Figure 1A -I represents the relationship between the different DVH plots and RED models. We observed differences in SCR depending on the correlation between the volume exposed in the different DVHs and the regions of maximal distribution in the dose-response curves. For example, as shown in Figure 1D , the oral cavity in VMAT was typically exposed to larger low-dose volumes, which would likely result in a higher SCR, as reflected in the RED curve (right side of maximum dose-response in the RED curve [RED max ]). We could ascertain the SCR quickly by noting whether the larger dose volumes were on the right or left side of RED max . Figure 2A -C illustrates the cumulative EAR of the investigated OARs. The total cumulative risk for all organs was about 1.22-0.87 times higher in VMAT compared with IMRT 15 The red lines are the differential DVH curves of PTVs and OARs for IMRT. The blue lines are the differential DVH curves of PTVs and OARs for VMAT. SCR can be assessed quickly according to whether larger dose volumes are located to the right or left of RED max . Abbreviations: DVH, dose-volume histogram; IMRT, intensity-modulated radiotherapy; MD, mean dose, Gy; OAR, organs-at-risk; PTV, planning target volume; R, repopulation parameter; RED, risk-equivalent dose, Gy; RED max , maximum point of the RED curve; SCR, secondary cancer risk; VMAT, volumetric-modulated arc therapy. 
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Lee et al ( Figure 2C ). We found that the integral monitor unit (MU) values of 10 patients were 5259 and 5428 for VMAT and IMRT, respectively (Table 1) . Although VMAT delivered slightly lower MU than IMRT, the SCR was increased slightly for VMAT. Figure 3A -I shows the LAR of cancer and OEDs for all OARs, stratified by technique. It shows that the younger the patient is at the time of radiation treatment, the higher the LAR is for future second cancer occurrence. From Figure 3F , the OED:LAR ratio was lowest for the lung. Thus, among OARs, the lung may have a higher SCR at the same radiation dose.
Discussion
In terms of PTV coverage and OAR sparing, whether VMAT is inferior, equivalent, or superior to IMRT depends on the complexity of the target volume and the number of VMAT arcs. Our previous study compared 4 different techniques -7-and 18-field fixed beam IMRT, and single-and dualmodulated arc VMAT -with the SmartArc treatment planning system (Philips) for NPC patients, and showed that dualmodulated arc VMAT yielded superior dosimetric results compared with single-modulated arc VMAT and IMRT, without sacrificing delivery efficiency. 1, 24 In the current study, IMRT and VMAT provided equally good PTV coverage and similar CI and HI values, although VMAT had superior results in terms of OAR sparing. However, theoretical concerns regarding SCR analysis have been raised: whether VMAT is inferior, equivalent, or superior to IMRT depends on whether low-dose radiation is distributed to non-target healthy tissue. Figure 2 Cumulative EAR of cancer for all OARs, stratified by the two techniques of IMRT and VMAT. Notes: (A) EAR of carcinoma for patients 1-10 (numbered by age: younger to older), (B) EAR of sarcoma for patients 1-10, (C) cumulative EAR of carcinoma and sarcoma for the 10 patients. The results illustrate that SCR is increased slightly with VMAT versus IMRT. Abbreviations: EAR, excess absolute risk; IMRT, intensity-modulated radiotherapy; IMRT-1 to IMRT-10, patients 1-10; OAR, organs-at-risk; PTV, planning target volume; SCR, secondary cancer risk; VMAT, volumetric-modulated arc therapy; VMAT-1 to VMAT-10, patients 1-10. 
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The higher non-target tissue doses delivered by VMAT may increase the number of secondary malignancies. 25 In this study, we investigated differences in the SCR associated with standard IMRT versus VMAT for NPC cases. We found SCR with VMAT was slightly higher than that with IMRT. We observed that the increased distribution of low-dose radiation seen with VMAT was the leading contributor to secondary malignancies. Although VMAT gave superior results to IMRT in terms of PTV coverage and OAR sparing, the higher SCR must be taken into consideration, The results show that the younger a patient is at the time of radiation treatment, the higher the LAR is for a future secondary cancer. Abbreviations: IMRT, intensity-modulated radiotherapy; LAR, lifetime attributable risk; OAR, organs-at-risk; OED, organ equivalent doses; PTV, planning target volume; VMAT, volumetric-modulated arc therapy. which might be caused by the distribution of low-dose radiation to non-target healthy tissue. In a study by Ardenfors et al, differences in SCR between IMRT and conformal RT were assessed for head and neck cancers. 26 Their results showed that the risk was similar between the 2 techniques. They suggested that the dose redistribution characteristic of IMRT resulted in a redistribution of the risk of SCR among individual tissues. When conformal dose distribution is achieved, more secondary particles are likely, increasing the risk of secondary cancer. Lee et al In epidemiological studies, radiation-induced malignancy may be influenced by factors such as the radiation dose and age at initial exposure. 27 In this study, patients were subclassified by age (0-40 years, 4 patients; 40-50 years, 3 patients; and >50 years, 3 patients). We calculated the average SCR for each age group according to the LAR analysis. We found a 2-to 3-fold greater difference in patients aged <40 years compared with those aged >50 years. SCR is a non-negligible late complication encountered by younger patients, especially long-term survivors of NPC.
In the BEIR report, the lung had a higher β value versus all other organs, meaning that it is sensitive to radiation, especially at low doses. 21 In a similar report by Kim et al, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) treatment was associated with a high SCR in the healthy lung. 28 Preston et al suggested that the lung might be associated with a higher number of radiation-associated cancers versus other organs. 19 Taylor et al conducted a systematic literature review of breast cancer patients. 29 In terms of lung cancer incidence over the 10-year period following radiotherapy, they reported an excess rate ratio of 0.11 per Gy whole-lung dose. Although carcinoma can be difficult to identify, we should pay particular attention to carcinomas near a treated region given their secondary malignancy potential. In NPC cases, we should note whether the SCR is higher in the lung close to the treatment field when the scattered dose is higher.
In this study, SCR increased depending on the radiation dose received by OARs. To calculate the risk of nonhomogeneous doses to organs in the high-dose region, the concept of RED was invoked to consider the dose-response of organs directly, which, by definition, is proportional to the SCR. Murray et al illustrated the relationship between DVH curves and RED with reference to Schneider's models. 30 In this study, we observed increased risks in regions with nonhomogeneous dose distributions. To analyze the association between RED and DVH, we superimposed RED on different DVH curves for 1 representative patient (Figure 1) . The dose to the oral cavity was distributed on the right side of the maximum dose-response of the RED curve (RED max ; Figure 1D ). Before RED max , the rising curve slope was steeper than the slope after RED max was attained. This was shown by the lower mean dose, but higher SCR, for VMAT versus IMRT for the oral cavity. The SCR depended on the dose-volume distribution of various locations described by the RED curve. We could estimate the SCR directly and efficiently by using the DVH differential distribution plots superimposed on the RED curve.
For therapeutic doses >2 Gy, the full Schneider model was used, which includes linear-exponential and plateau dose-response functions, thus taking cell killing and repopulation effects into consideration. In addition to using the full Schneider model to construct Table 2 , we employed the same model to compare OEDs among 4 different models (Supplementary material). On comparing these models, which differed in terms of the degree of cell killing and sterilization (R), we observed larger differences for sarcomas between the non-linear models; this is because the simple models were based on linear approximations of risk, derived from atomic bomb survivor data, of radiation-induced cancers from radiotherapy. 31 Concerning sarcoma induction, the assumption was that the tissue cells were not dividing and only the repopulated cells could transform into tumor cells in response to radiation. 32 Moreover, the difference in the rate of repopulation, during the treatment period and during recovery from radiation damage, between tumor cells and normal tissue has been shown to increase the benefit of fractionated radiotherapy. Thus, SCR was higher for sarcomas of the mandible showing full repopulation than for the PTV. This is consistent with observations demonstrating that the higher SCR seen in osteosarcoma was associated with a pathological diagnosis of radiation-induced sarcoma of the head and neck. 12 Because of the lack of other comprehensive data, we decided to use the parameters fitted using the Schneider's model, although this could potentially have caused an overestimation of cancer incidence due to the genetic susceptibility of Hodgkin patients to cancer 13 . Thus, our absolute risk estimations might be too conservative. However, estimated relative risks would be less affected. In a previous report on SCR with VMAT, Abo-Madyan et al estimated the risk of developing a solid secondary cancer after 3-dimensional conformal radiotherapy, IMRT, and VMAT for breast cancer. 9 SCR after IMRT was lower than after VMAT in linear, linear-exponential, and plateau models. Kim et al 28 compared the SCR after therapeutic radiation doses delivered to HCC patients during IMRT, VMAT, and tomotherapy. They found that HCC treatment was associated with a higher SCR with VAMT versus IMRT, especially in the lung. Moteabbed et al calculated the SCRs for carcinoma and sarcoma in pediatric brain tumor patients. 13 The SCRs for various organs were slightly higher when VMAT rather than IMRT was employed.
Our study was limited by the small number of patients. To improve the performance of current risk models, and reduce uncertainties in model parameters, the models used currently 
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Radiation-induced secondary cancer risk for nasopharyngeal carcinoma to estimate SCR may need further refinement to allow more precise prediction of the risk of secondary cancer.
Conclusion
IMRT and VMAT afforded equally good PTV coverage with similar CI and HI values, but VMAT was superior to IMRT in terms of OAR-sparing VMAT, exhibits a highly conformal dose distribution using dual-arc therapy, in which many control points per arc are used to direct radiation to the target. However, undesired low-dose radiation may spread to non-target healthy tissue increasing the number of secondary malignancies. We found that the most OED-based SCRs were similar when VMAT and IMRT were applied. However, the SCRs for the oral cavity and mandible were slightly higher when VMAT was used. More samples are needed to improve SCR prediction.
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